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In 2016, a United Nations report found the UK government culpable for 'grave
and systematic violations' of disabled people's rights. Since then, driven by the
Tory government's obsessive drive to slash public spending whilst scapegoating
the most disadvantaged in society, the situation for disabled people in Britain has
continued to deteriorate. Punitive welfare regimes, the removal of essential
support and services, and an ideological regime that seeks to deny disability has
resulted in a situation described by the UN as a 'human catastrophe'. In this
searing account, Ellen Clifford – an activist who has been at the heart of
resistance against the war on disabled people – reveals precisely how and why
this state of affairs has come about. From spineless political opposition to selfinterested disability charities, rightwing ideological myopia to the media
demonization of benefits claimants, a shocking picture emerges of how the
government of the fifth-richest country in the world has been able to marginalize
disabled people with near-impunity. Even so, and despite austerity biting ever
deeper, the fightback has begun, with a vibrant movement of disabled activists
and their supporters determined to hold the government to account – the slogan
'Nothing About Us Without Us' has never been so apt. As this book so powerfully
demonstrates, if Britain is to stand any chance of being a just and equitable
society, their battle is one we should all be fighting.
This workbook is an interactive guide for leaders and managers to help you tell
compelling stories at work. The Organizational Storytelling Workbook offers: a
critical engagement with academic debates on organizational storytelling; and a
series of exercises designed to allow users to improve their capability as
organizational storytellers. The text begins with a chapter which locates
organizational storytelling within a critical account of organizational cultures. This
book argues that managerial accounts of organizational culture offer a limited
appreciation of the ways in which people think, feel and act and suggests
storytelling as a means of redeeming our understanding of all matters cultural.
Having secured this new appreciation of culture and storytelling the workbook
develops a series of maxims and exercises designed to allow users: (a) to
improve their storytelling practice; and (b) to reassess the cultural assumptions
and priorities revealed through their practice. Enriched with interactive features to
walk managers practically through the process of improving their storytelling
skills, including practical exercises, contemplative questions, and space to
respond creatively to the ideas in the book, this workbook is the perfect
companion to any executive or postgraduate course in storytelling as well as a
useful and enjoyable companion to any individual manager that wishes to
improve their skills.
Ralph Cochrane was born in 1895 into a distinguished naval family. After joining
the Royal Navy, he volunteered in 1915 to serve with the RNAS in airships and
was an early winner of the Air Force Cross. In 1918 he transferred to the fledgling
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RAF and learned to fly, serving in Iraq as a flight commander under ‘Bomber’
Harris. His inter-war career saw him as a squadron commander in Aden before
he became the first Chief of Air Staff of the Royal New Zealand Air Force. During
the Second World War he served mainly in Bomber Command and commanded
5 Group from early 1943. He formed 617 Squadron and was instrumental in
planning the legendary Dambuster Raid, the most spectacular of the War, as well
as the sinking of the battleship Tirpitz. An inspirational leader, he trained 5 Group
in low level target marking skills. Post war, Cochrane held a string of senior
appointments commanding Transport Command, Flying Training Command and
finally as Vice Chief of Air Staff, retiring in 1952. He died in 1977.
The Dambusters were the go-to forces for dangerous precision attacks: They
bombed Hitler’s prize battleship, Tirpitz, as well as rocket sites, weapon
strongholds, and the dams at the heart of the industrial Ruhr; they targeted
enemy leaders including Hitler and Mussolini; and they created a false fleet on DDay, which fooled the Germans. But they also suffered brutal losses, with 75
percent of 617 Squadron killed in action by the end of the war. In this aweinspiring book, John Nichol, himself a former RAF flight lieutenant, retraces the
path of 617 Squadron’s most dangerous sorties, the ones largely lost to history.
Including personal stories of the surviving Dambusters, Return of the Dambusters
is a tense, poignant story of courage by men who braved death in the name of
freedom.
En beretning om Wing-Commander Guy Gibson, lederen af de engelske
bombeangreb på dæmninger i Ruhr distriktet under 2. verdenskrig.
With more than 1,700 cross-referenced entries covering every aspect of World
War II, the events and developments of the era, and myriad related subjects as
well as a documents volume, this is the most comprehensive reference work
available on the war. • Provides a clear understanding of the causes of World
War II, reaching back to World War I and the role of the Western democracies in
its origin • Examines home front developments in major countries during the war,
such as race and gender relations in the United States • Recognizes the
important roles played by women in the war and describes how the United States
mobilized its economy and citizenry for total war • Discusses the Holocaust and
establishes responsibility for this genocide • Details the changing attitudes
toward the war as expressed in film and literature
A portrait of the enduring Hollywood personality draws on numerous interviews
and other sources to describe his childhood in New Jersey, early escapades,
drug problems, celebrity relationships, films, and professional achievements.
During World War I, Oxford-trained archeologist Lawrence of Arabia used his knowledge of the
Middle East to help organize the Arab revolt against the Ottoman Empire. In this entertaining
and insightful book, Jason Ridler profiles the intellectuals, outsiders, and eccentrics who
followed in Lawrence’s footsteps across the next hundred years of warfare and who relied on
creativity, curiosity, and outside-the-box thinking to shape battlefields from World War II and
Vietnam to Iraq and Afghanistan. They were Ivy Leaguers and Oxford scholars,
anthropologists and archeologists, an ad executive, an international activist, a Peace Corps
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veteran, an émigré journalist (and former teenage member of the French Resistance), a
diplomat—mavericks and oddballs, men and women—who, not always heralded or heeded and
sometimes hated, challenged traditional military thought and helped win wars, secure peace,
and change the face of modern war.
The present-day Parish of Greatham lies in the county of Hampshire, on either side of the old
Farnham (Surrey) to Petersfield Turnpike. The 'Domesday Book' of 1086 recorded Greatham
as being 'Terra Regis', a Latin term meaning 'Land of the King', indicating that this was once a
Royal manor belonging to William the Conqueror himself. In later years, the manor passed
through many families by marriage and by purchase, including the Devenish, Marshall, Norton,
Freeland, Love, Chawner and Coryton families. The name of the village has changed many
times, however slightly, over the years. Greteham, Grietham, Gretham, Grutham, Gratham all
derived from two separate words, the 'Old-English' (Anglo-Saxon) 'ham', meaning 'village,
estate, manor or homestead' and an old Scandinavian word 'griot' or 'gryt', meaning 'stones or
stony ground'. Thus the name 'Greotham' came into being, literally a 'stony estate' or 'farm on
gravel'.
With its impressive breadth of coverage – both geographically and chronologically – the
International Encyclopedia of Military History is the most up-to-date and inclusive A-Z resource
on military history. From uniforms and military insignia worn by combatants to the brilliant
military leaders and tacticians who commanded them, the campaigns and wars to the weapons
and equipment used in them, this international and multi-cultural two-volume set is an
accessible resource combining the latest scholarship in the field with a world perspective on
military history.
The date is January 11, 1911. A young German paleontologist, accompanied only by a guide,
a cook, four camels, and a couple of camel drivers, reaches the lip of the vast Bahariya
Depression after a long trek across the bleak plateau of the western desert of Egypt. The
scientist, Ernst Freiherr Stromer von Reichenbach, hopes to find fossil evidence of early
mammals. In this, he will be disappointed, for the rocks here will prove to be much older than
he thinks. They are nearly a hundred million years old. Stromer is about to learn that he has
walked into the age of the dinosaurs. At the bottom of the Bahariya Depression, Stromer will
find the remains of four immense and entirely new dinosaurs, along with dozens of other
unique specimens. But there will be reversals—shipments delayed for years by war, fossils
shattered in transit, stunning personal and professional setbacks. Then, in a single cataclysmic
night, all of his work will be destroyed and Ernst Stromer will slip into history and be forgotten.
The date is January 11, 2000—eighty-nine years to the day after Stromer descended into
Bahariya. Another young paleontologist, Ameri-can graduate student Josh Smith, has brought
a team of fellow scientists to Egypt to find Stromer’s dinosaur graveyard and resurrect the
German pioneer’s legacy. After weeks of digging, often under appalling conditions, they fail
utterly at rediscovering any of Stromer’s dinosaur species. Then, just when they are about to
declare defeat, Smith’s team discovers a dinosaur of such staggering immensity that it will
stun the world of paleontology and make headlines around the globe. Masterfully weaving
together history, science, and human drama, The Lost Dinosaurs of Egypt is the gripping
account of not one but two of the twentieth century’s great expeditions of discovery.
Since the Second World War, depictions of Royal Air Force operations in film and television
drama have become so numerous that they make up a genre worthy of scholarly attention. In
this illuminating study, S. P. MacKenzie explores the different ways in which the men of RAF
Bomber Command have been represented in dramatic form on the big and small screen from
the war years to the present day. Bomber Boys on Screen is the first in-depth study of how and
why the screen-drama image of those who flew, those who directed them, and those who
provided support for RAF bomber operations has changed over time, sometimes in contested
circumstances. Until now dramas that focus on Bomber Command have tended to be
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mentioned only in passing or studied in isolation, despite the prevalence of surveys of both the
British war film genre and of aviation cinema. In Bomber Boys on Screen MacKenzie examines
the development, presentation, and reception of significant dramas on a decade-by-decade
basis. Titles from the beginning of the war (The Lion Has Wings, 1939) to the start of new
century (Bomber's Moon, 2014) are situated in the context of technical possibilities and
limitations, evolving social and cultural norms in the United Kingdom and elsewhere, and the
development of moral and utilitarian controversies surrounding the wartime bomber offensive
directed against Nazi Germany. While the focus is on feature films and television plays,
reference is also made to documentaries, memorials, veterans' organizations, book titles, war
comics, and other representations of the war fought by Bomber Command.
Most famous for the dambusting raid in the darkest days of the Second World War, the No 617
Sqn were a vastly experienced crew. It was the first, and only, squadron to use certain
equipment and weapons in combat. This study covers the history of the No 617 Squadron. It
explains the men, aircraft, weapons and operations of this squadron.
Published to coincide with the launch of NASA’s Perseverance rover mission this summer, the
definitive account of our quest to find life on the Red Planet. From The War of the Worlds to
The Martian and to the amazing photographs sent back by the robotic rovers Curiosity and
Opportunity, Mars has excited our imaginations as the most likely other habitat for life in the
solar system. Now the Red Planet is coming under scrutiny as never before. As new missions
are scheduled to launch this year from the United States and China, and with the European
Space Agency's ExoMars mission now scheduled for 2022, this book recounts in full the
greatest scientific detective story ever. For the first time in forty years, the missions heading to
Mars will look for signs of ancient life on the world next door. It is the latest chapter in an
age?old quest that encompasses myth, false starts, red herrings, and bizarre coincidences—as
well as triumphs and heartbreaking failures. This book, by two journalists with deep experience
covering space exploration, is the definitive story of how life's discovery has eluded us to date,
and how it will be found somewhere and sometime this century. The Search for Life on Mars is
based on more than a hundred interviews with experts at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory
and elsewhere, who share their insights and stories. While it looks back to the early Mars
missions such as Viking 1 and 2, the book's focus is on the experiments and revelations from
the most recent ones—including Curiosity, which continues to explore potentially habitable sites
where water was once present, and the Mars Insight lander, which has recorded more than
450 marsquakes since its deployment in late 2018—as well as on the Perseverance and
ExoMars rover missions ahead. And the book looks forward to the newest, most exciting
frontier of all: the day, not too far away, when humans will land, make the Red Planet their
home, and look for life directly.

It's a sunny Sunday, and lots of families and their teddy bears are enjoying a
picnic in the park. Suggested level: junior.
Between 1939 and 1945, the British public was spellbound by the martial
endeavours and dashing style of the young men of the RAF, especially those
with silvery fabric wings sewn above the breast pocket of their glamorous slateblue uniform. Martin Francis provides the first scholarly study of the place of 'the
flyer' in British culture during the Second World War. Examining the lives of RAF
personnel, and their popular representation in literary and cinematic texts, he
illuminates broader issues of gender, social class, national and racial identities,
emotional life, and the creation of a national myth in twentieth-century Britain. In
particular, Francis argues that the flyer's relationship to fear, aggression, loss of
his comrades, bodily dismemberment, and psychological breakdown reveals
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broader ambiguities surrounding the dominant understandings of masculinity in
the middle decades of the century. Despite his star appeal, cultural
representations of the flyer encompassed both the gentle, chivalrous warrior and
the uncompromising agent of destruction. Paying particular attention to the
romantic universe of wartime aircrew, Francis reveals the extraordinary contrasts
of their daily lives: dicing with death in the sky one moment, before sitting down
to lunch with wives and children in the next. Male and female experiences during
the war were not polarized and antithetical, but were complementary and
interrelated, a conclusion which has implications for the history of gender in
modern Britain that reach well beyond either the specialized military culture of the
wartime RAF or the chronological parameters of the Second World War.
First published in 1943, this is the gripping story of one man's involvement in RAF
Bomber Command's fledgling offensive between August 1940 and December
1941. Dick Rivaz was tail gunner to Leonard Cheshire, one of the most famous
RAF pilots of the Second World War, flying in Whiteleys with 102 Squadron and
latterly in Halifaxes with 35 Squadron. Unique among wartime memoirs, Tail
Gunner was written within months of the events described, with all the immediacy
of being at the very heart of the action. Rivaz graphically describes his
experiences on night bombing attacks against heavily defended enemy targets
like Duisberg, Dusseldorf and Essen, and relates a dramatic shoot-out with
German fighters over La Rochelle in broad daylight during July 1941. Rivaz
reveals the fine spirit of comradeship which developed in RAF bomber crews
during the Second World War. Having survived the war, including two rescues
from the North Sea, he was killed in October 1945, aged just thirty-seven.
Based on primary source research, this is the most comprehensive history of the
Victoria Cross available, tracing the evolution of the award from its inception in
1856 to the most recent bestowals. The study also examines the evolution of the
concept of heroism and how the definition of heroism changed along with the
nature of warfare.
The compelling true story that inspired the hugely successful major ITV drama
series HOME FIRES – now in its second season. The Second World War was
the WI's finest hour. The whole of its previous history - two decades of educating,
entertaining and supporting women and campaigning on women's issues culminated in the enormous collective responsibility felt by the members to 'do
their bit' for Britain. With all the vigour, energy and enthusiasm at their disposal, a
third of a million country women set out to make their lives and the lives of those
around them more bearable in what they described as 'a period of insanity'.
Through archive material and interviews with many WI members, Julie Summers
takes us behind the scenes, revealing their nitty-gritty approach to the daily
problems presented by the conflict. Jambusters is the fascinating story of how the
Women's Institute pulled rural Britain through the war with pots of jam and a spirit
of make-do-and-mend.
Miles discusses his life and music from playing trumpet in high school to the new
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instruments and sounds from the Caribbean.
The first rule of biography, wrote Justin Kaplan: “Shoot the widow.” In her new
book, Meryle Secrest, acclaimed biographer (“Knowing, sympathetic and
entertainingly droll”—The New York Times), writes about her comic triumphs and
misadventures as a biographer in search of her nine celebrated subjects, about
how the hunt for a “life” is like working one’s way through a maze, full of fall
starts, dead ends, and occasional clear passages leading to the next part of the
puzzle. She writes about her first book, a life of Romaine Brooks, and how she
was led to Nice and given invaluable letters by her subject’s heir that were slid
across the table, one at a time; how she was led to the villa of Brooks’ lover,
Gabriele d’Annunzio (poet, playwright, and aviator), a fantastic mausoleum left
untouched since the moment of his death seventy years before; to a small
English village, where she uncovered a lost Romaine Brooks painting; and finally,
to 20, rue Jacob, Paris, where Romaine’s lover, Natalie Barney, had fifty years
before entertained Cocteau, Gide, Proust, Colette, and others. Secrest describes
how her next book—a life of Berenson—prompted Francis Steegmuller, fellow
biographer, to comment that he wouldn’t touch the subject with a ten-foot pole.
For her life of British art historian Kenneth Clark, Secrest was given permission to
write the book by her subject, who surreptitiously financed it in the hopes of
controlling its contents; we see how Clark’s plan was foiled by a jealous mistress
and a stash of love letters that helped Secrest navigate Clark’s obstacle course.
Among the other biographical (mis)adventures, Secrest reveals: how she tracked
Salvador Dalí to a hospital room, found him recovering from serious burns
sustained in a mysterious fire, and learned that he was knee-deep in a scandal
involving fake drawings and prints and surrounded by dangerous characters out
of Murder, Inc. . . . and how she went in search of a subject’s grave (Frank Lloyd
Wright’s) only to find that his body had been dug up to satisfy the whim of his
last wife. A fascinating account of a life spent in sometimes arduous, sometimes
comical, always exciting pursuit of the truth about other lives.
A series of reflections or records of conversations taken down during last two
months of Leonard Cheshire's life.
The Art of Getting Lost will illuminate the details of dream trips, and inspiring
readers to understand that adventure is not out of reach. Most of us face a
couple of obstacles when it comes to living our Walter Mitty-esque adventure
dreams: ideas of what to do, and concrete knowledge of how long those ideas
will take. It’s a long way from talking to some guy at the bar about his Grand
Canyon Raft trip to going home and Googling a synopsis of how to make it
happen, and then clicking around a guide company’s website to find out if it
takes three days or 30. But it won’t be hard to flip through this book and get
inspired.
A tribute biography of the hugely popular DJ and broadcaster John Peel John
Peel was born in Cheshire in 1939 and, after National Service, he eventually
went into broadcasting while travelling in America, where his Liverpool accent
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convinced them he must know the Beatles, and he was even present when Lee
Harvey Oswald was shot. In 1967 he returned to the UK and joined Radio One at
its start. His late-night radio shows were cult listening for music fans of all ages,
and many bands admit that without his support, they would never have made it.
While Radio One changed, he remained a constant factor in its schedules, and in
1998 he was awarded the OBE for his services to broadcasting. It was in that
year that he also began his multi-award-winning show Home Truths on Radio
Four. Mick Wall tells the story of arguably the most influential man in the history
of British rock music, speaking to those who knew him well to build up a complete
portrait of this hugely popular figure.
Group Captain Leonard Cheshire flew 101 operations in the Second World War.
The first, in 1940, took place six days after Dunkirk. After the 100th he was
awarded the Victoria Cross. His 101st - and last - mission was to Nagasaki,
where he witnesssed the dropping of the atomic bomb. In this biography Richard
Morris examines the profound character of a man whose war career brought him
the highest military distinction, and whose peacetime work of compassion earned
him the Order of Merit.
'A restless, poetic, strange book, and the territory it describes deserves nothing
less' Observer 'Meticulously researched ... fascinating' Country Life Yorkshire, it
has been said, is 'a continent unto itself', a region where mountain, plain, coast,
downs, fen and heath lie close. By weaving history, family stories, travelogue and
ecology, Richard Morris reveals how Yorkshire took shape as a landscape and in
literature, legend and popular regard. We descend into the county's netherworld
of caves and mines, and face episodes at once brave and dark, such as the part
played by Whitby and Hull in emptying Arctic waters of whales, or the re-routing
of rivers and destruction of Yorkshire's fens. We are introduced to discoverers
and inventions, meet the people who came and went, encounter real and fabled
heroes, and discover why, from the Iron Age to the Cold War, Yorkshire has been
such a key place in times of tension and struggle. In a wide-ranging and lyrical
narrative, Morris finds that for as far back as we can look Yorkshire has been a
region of unique presence with links around the world.
Leonard Cheshire was one of the most highly decorated pilots of the Second
World War. As the Royal Air Force's youngest Group Captain in 1943, he took a
drop in rank and went on to command No. 617 Squadron and pioneer low level
marking and precision bombing. For this, together with four years of fighting
against the bitterest opposition during which he maintained a record of
outstanding personal achievement, he was awarded the Victoria Cross. In 1945
he was an official observer of the dropping of the second atomic bomb on
Nagasaki. Post-war his humanitarian work on behalf of the disabled resulted in
the establishment of the Leonard Cheshire Foundation (now known as Leonard
Cheshire), the world's leading disability care charity. First published in 1943,
Bomber Pilot is Leonard Cheshire's contemporary account of his experiences
during his first three years with Bomber Command. His light style captures the
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exuberance of youth, yet also brings out the growing realization of the
responsibilities and dangers facing the young aircrew of Bomber Command. He
describes his experience of operating Whitleys with No. 102 Squadron, first as a
novice co-pilot and later as captain with his own crew, providing a vivid
description of the action for which he was awarded his first DSO. Following a
brief interlude in North America he returned to join No. 35 Squadron as it
introduced the Halifax into service before moving on to command No. 76
Squadron. In this new edition, Leonard Cheshire's original text is supplemented
with an additional commentary by Dr Robert Owen, aviation historian and Official
Historian of No. 617 Squadron Association. Providing additional details of the
events described by Cheshire, this commentary places them in the broader
context of the Bomber Offensive and includes a full record of Leonard Cheshire's
operations and wartime awards.
A moving tale of a young woman caught between the attractions of two very
different men, set in the time of Napoleon, against the tensions of wartime. As the
author depicts Sylvia's fateful decision to marry one man while loving the other,
she deftly interweaves the eternal themes of jealousy, unrequited love, and the
consequences of individual choice.
The story of the British-made bombs, Upkeep and Highball, successfully dropped on Nazi
dams “has never been told in such depth before” (Daily Mail, UK). The night of May 16, 1943:
Nineteen specially adapted Lancaster bombers take off from an RAF airfield in Lincolnshire,
England, each with a huge nine-thousand-pound cylindrical bomb strapped underneath it.
Their mission: to destroy three hydroelectric dams that power the Third Reich’s war machine.
It was a suicide mission from the outset. First the men had to fly extremely low, at night, and in
tight formation over miles of enemy-occupied territory. Then they had to drop with pinpoint
precision a complicated spinning cylindrical bomb that had never before been used
operationally. More than that, the entire operation had to be put together in less than ten weeks
in order to hit the dams when water levels were still high enough for the bombs to be effective.
The visionary aviation engineer Barnes Wallis hadn’t even drawn up plans for his concept
when the bouncing bomb was green-lighted. What followed was an incredible race against
time that, despite numerous setbacks, became one of the most successful and significant
bombing raids of all time. “Holland has delved into the new trove” of declassified documents
“to shed light on this weapons program, the politics of its development and the eventual
mission” (The Wall Street Journal). “An impeccably researched work in the style of a fastpaced techno-thriller.” —Publishers Weekly “Extremely detailed but never dull . . . Holland
offers a definitive, nuts-and-bolts history.” —Kirkus Reviews “A well-written study of
engineering and invention operating under great pressure. . . . For all World War II history
buffs.” —Library Journal, starred review
On September 25, 1939 Melvin Young reported to No. 1 Initial Training Unit. He was selected
as a bomber pilot and promoted to Flying Officer. Having undertaken a Lancaster conversion
course Melvin and his new crew were posted to 57 Squadron at Scampton soon to become
617 Squadron. On 15 May the Order for Operation Chastise was issued—the raid to be flown
the next night, 16/17 May. The plan for the operation was that three waves of aircraft would be
employed. The first wave of nine aircraft, led by Gibson, would first attack the Mohne Dam,
then the Eder followed by other targets as directed by wireless from 5 Group HQ if any
weapons were still available. This wave would fly in three sections of three aircraft about ten
minutes apart led by Guy Gibson, Melvin Young and Henry Maudslay. At 00.43 Melvin and his
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crew made their attempt on the Mohne dam. Gibson recorded that Youngs weapon made three
good bounces and contact. Once the dam had been breached Gibson with Melvin as his
deputy led the three remaining armed aircraft towards the Eder Dam. On the return trip Melvin
Young and his crew fell victim to enemy guns. At 02.58 gunners at Castricum-an-Zee reported
shooting down an aircraft and several batteries also reported firing at it. A.J.-A crashed into the
sea. Over the North Sea, Guy Gibson called Melvin on the radiothere was no reply.
This is the definitive biography of one of the most controversial figures of the Second World
War. Sir Arthur Harris remains the target of criticism and vilification by many, while others
believe that the contribution he and his men made to the Allied victory is grossly undervalued.
Harris has been condemned, in particular, for his Area Bombing tactics which saw civilians and
their homes become legitimate targets along with industrial and military installations. This is
explored by the author and placed fully within its context, and just as importantly, within the
instructions he received from Churchill’s administration. Henry Probert’s critical but highly
sympathetic account draws on wide-ranging research and, for the first time, all of Harris’ own
papers, to give an outstanding insight into a man who combined leadership, professionalism
and decisiveness with kindness, humour and generosity.
In the early 1950s the United States wished to concentrate its defence resources on the
development of a 4,000 mile range intercontinental ballistic missile. As a stop-gap measure,
US defence chiefs hoped to assist Britain with the development of its own intermediate range
missile. Despite US concerns that British resources were limited the Air Ministry nonetheless
proceeded with the missile, called Blue Streak, to fulfil the operational requirement which
would give Britain an independent deterrent which should remain invulnerable until the early
1970s. Blue Streak: Britain's Medium Range Ballistic Missile traces the path from the political
decision to issue the contracts through the early development and testing both in the UK and in
Australia. The reasons for the project's cancellation are considered and Blue Streak's
subsequent role as the first stage of the ELDO civilian satellite launcher is noted. A
requirement of the project was the need to base the missiles in underground launchers to
protect them from attack. This aspect of the project is fully covered using recently available
information and specially drawn plans.
English poet Roger Green left the safety of God, country, and whiskey to immerse himself in
an austere and sober life on the Greek Island of Hydra. But when Green discovered that his
terrace overlooked the garden of sixties balladeer Leonard Cohen, he became obsessed with
Cohen's songs, wives, and banana tree. Hydra starts with a poem the author wrote and recited
for his fifty-seventh birthday (borrowing the meter of Cohen's "Suzanne," and ripe with
references to the song), with Cohen's ex-partner Suzanne, who may or may not be the subject
of Cohen's song, in the audience. By turns playful and philosophic, Green's unconventional
memoir tells the story of his journey down the rabbit hole of obsession, as he confronts the
meaning of poetry, history, and his own life. Beginning as a poetic meditation upon Leonard
Cohen's bananas, Green's bardic pilgrimage takes the reader on various twists and turns until,
at last, the poet accepts the joy of accepting his fate.
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